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Key Features

Easy to install and configure
Our module is easy at installation and configuration.  No specific programming 
knowledge is required to do all necessary operations.

An admin can write a check out label
In the configuration panel of the extension an admin can write a unique checkout 
label.

Ability to specify whether the checkbox is selected by default
An admin can set up whether the checkbox is selected by default. Once a customer 
runs to complete an order, the checkbox is already checked by default.

Ability to subscribe your guests to your newsletters forcibly
In the configuration panel an admin can set up such setting as to subscribe a
customer to newsletters of your store forcibly. Once a customer runs to complete an
order, he sees that he have already subscribed forcibly to your newsletters and the
customer can’t change it.
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Configuration

 Enabled - to enable the extension select “yes”
 Subscribe At Checkout  -  choose the way you want to show checkout of 

subscription
 Checked by default - once a customer go to complete an order the

subscription to newsletters has been already checked out by default
 Not Checked by default - a customer should check to subscribe to

newsletters
 Force subscription not showing - subscribes a customer forcibly to

newsletters without showing the customer subscribe checkout
 Force subscription - subscribes a customer forcibly to newsletters

showing the customer subscribe checkout, but the customer  can’t  take
away the check.

 Subscribe Checkout Label - here you can write the name of checkout label.
 Send Confirmation Request Email – To send Confirmation request email select 

“Yes”.
 Send Confirmation Success Email – To send confirmation success email select 

“Yes”.
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Example of Checkout Subscriptions

1. Checked     by     default  :

2. Not     Checked     by     default:      
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3. Force     subscription     not     showing:      

4. Force     subscription:      
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